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Real World Linux Security (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2002
 

Stop today's most vicious Internet attackers—right in their tracks!

Your Linux system will be attacked: maybe in minutes, certainly in days. Be ready! Real World Linux Security, Second Edition brings together state-of-the-art solutions and exclusive software for safeguarding any Linux-based system or...
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Web Engineering: Modelling and Implementing Web Applications (Human-Computer Interaction Series)Springer, 2007
Web Engineering: Modelling and Implementing Web Applications presents the state of the art approaches for obtaining a correct and complete Web software product from conceptual schemas, represented via well-known design notations.
Describing mature and consolidated approaches to developing complex applications, this edited volume is divided into...
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A Unified Framework for Video Summarization, Browsing & Retrieval: with Applications to Consumer and Surveillance VideoAcademic Press, 2005
Large volumes of video content can only be easily accessed by the use of rapid browsing and retrieval techniques. Constructing a video table of contents (ToC) and video highlights to enable end users to sift through all this data and find what they want, when they want are essential. This reference puts forth a unified framework to integrate these...
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Java ME on Symbian OS: Inside the Smartphone Model (Symbian Press)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
In Java ME on Symbian OS, the authors expose the opportunities for application developers wishing to use Java ME on Symbian OS.
    Written by a team of experts from Symbian, Nokia and Sun Microsystems Java ME on Symbian OS reveals what can be found “under-the-hood” of the world’s leading smartphone...
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The R BookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	R is a high-level language and an environment for data analysis and graphics. The design of R was heavily influenced by two existing languages: Becker, Chambers and Wilks’ S and Sussman’s Scheme. The resulting language is very similar in appearance to S, but the underlying implementation and semantics are derived from Scheme. This...
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Sams Teach Yourself iPad 2 in 10 Minutes (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2011

	The iPad 2 and the original iPad, taken together, are the biggest thing to
	hit computing in years. Drawing on the best of Apple’s iPhone and iPod
	touch products, and Apple’s Macintosh personal computers, while introducing
	a whole new way of seeing and interacting with information, the
	two new devices have grabbed the...
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SQL Server 2012 Query Performance Tuning (Expert's Voice in SQL Server)Apress, 2012

	Queries not running fast enough? Tired of the phone calls from frustrated users? Grant Fritchey’s book SQL Server 2012 Query Performance Tuning is the answer to your SQL Server query performance problems. The book is revised to cover the very latest in performance optimization features and techniques. It is current with SQL...
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Advanced Photoshop CC for Design Professionals Digital ClassroomJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Take your Photoshop CC skills to the next level with this complete, advanced training package


	Adobe Photoshop is the industry leading image-editing program for digital photographers, graphic designers, and web developers. The newest version includes even more great tools to manage and enhance your images. This book-and-DVD...
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Molecular Markers of Brain Tumor Cells: Implications for Diagnosis, Prognosis and Anti-Neoplastic Biological TherapySpringer, 2004

	Childhood brain tumors are a diverse group of diseases characterized by the abnormal growth of tissue contained within the skull. Other than leukemia and lymphoma, brain tumors are the most common type of neoplasms that occur in children. The leading cause of death from childhood neoplasms among persons up to 19 years is brain tumors. As...
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Fast Track Visual C++(r) 6.0 ProgrammingJohn Wiley & Sons, 1998
Get up to speed with the latest version of Visual C++. What makes Fast Track the C++ guide of choice is leading expert Steve Holzner's practical approach to learning by example. Cutting right to the core of issues crucial to programmers, this book begins with a brief refresher course and then moves quickly onto the skills that really count:...
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Systems Approach to Engineering Design (Artech House Telecommunications Library)Artech House Publishers, 2003
This comprehensive resource shows how to incorporate systems thinking &   systems engineering techniques into every stage of the design process from  concept inception, testing, & quality assurance, to implementation,   delivery, & upgrading     

       As high-tech engineering organizations learn to do more with less, they...
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Combustion Processes in Propulsion: Control, Noise, and Pulse DetonationButterworth-Heinemann, 2005
"This collection represents the current state-of-the-art in combustion research for air-breathing chemical propulsion. Nearly an equal mix of computational and experimental results are presented from the major players in Pulse Detonation Engines research, providing the reader with a thorough overview of the contemporary technical issues...
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